
Men's high winter boots TECNICA-Argos GTX Ms night giungla/black

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
40 2/3 784100 8050459874297 3 ks
41,5 784101 8050459874303 3+
42 784102 8050459874310 3+
45 2/3 784108 8050459874372 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 189.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes.  Tecnica winter boots are suitable for men who do not want to give up an active lifestyle even
in winter.  The shoes have a high cut and will perfectly protect you from the cold even in adverse conditions thanks
to their functional properties. Men's winter boots have a durable upper made of hydrophobic polyester fabric, which
is waterproof thanks to the Gore-Tex membrane and provides comfort even in the rain. Men's winter footwear also
stands out with its rugged anti-slip sole. Thanks to it, trekking shoes have excellent grip even on frozen or snow-
covered pavement.

Men's winter boots are tied with drawstrings. In the upper part, the laces are supplemented with hooks, for a better
and more secure attachment. Tecnica shoes are a recommended choice for the slopes, for snowy nature or as
apres-ski shoes. A bonus is the warm lining inside, which will keep your feet pleasantly warm. The midsole made of
light EVA foam, which provides cushioning, also contributes to comfort during wear. Men's warm boots have a
reinforced toe. The specially designed sole will improve your grip on slippery sections. The loop on the back makes
it easier to put on the men's hiking boots. The model is 100% vegan.

Product details:

men's winter footwear
high cut
modern design
durable upper
reinforced toe
Gore-tex membrane
tying with drawstrings supplemented with hooks
warm inner lining
EVA foam midsole
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highly grippy sole
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